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FIGURE .0-1. EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS














3. 5. 1. 10
Reticle Lamps
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Reticle
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Batteries
FIGURE 0-1. EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 2 of 7)
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FIGURE O-l. EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 3 of 7)
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.3.5. 1.3. 1. 1
Course Control
Knob
3. 5. 1. 3. 1.2
Fine Control
Knob
FIGURE O-l . EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS
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Mechanical
Counter






















FIGURE O-l. EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS





— Ref . 3.6 —
Perform Experiment
Sensitivity Analysis
FIGURE O-l. EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 7 of 7)
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SECTION II.















There is an operability interface between the astronaut and the sextant/stadimeter.
The astronaut will hand hold the sextant or stadimeter and view through the ward-
room window to observe the target.
The storage module interfaces with the sextant, stadimeter, charts, hood, bat-
teries and the crew. During lift-off, the above items are stowed in the wardroom
locker along with the experiment storage module.
There is a mechanical interface between the wardroom window and the hood. The
hood prevents any internal light from interfering with the observation of the target.
The wardroom window has an environmental interface with the Orbital Workshop
(OWS) atmosphere. The environmental data is very necessary for the ground
control to determine the wardroom atmospheric conditions.
There is a communication interface between the astronaut and the Airlock Module
(AM) data system. Crew comments and experiment data are transmitted from
the OWS wardroom voice communication box to the AM data recording system and
dumped to the ground.
There is a mechanical interface between batteries and the Command Module (CM)
stowage. The batteries and the stowage case is stowed during launch in the CM
stowage area.
FIGURE 0-2. EXPERIMENTT-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS INTERFACE BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DEFINITION
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Mission SL-l/SL-2, Period of Interest Op. Need Date
SL-3, SL-4 Flight/Experiment Manned
Request Contact
Name E. Fleischman Ka




"»« W. R. Bock
ores. MSFC, S&E-ASTN-SDF
205-453-3810











Voice transcripts of astronaut comments are needed from Manned Spacecraft Center
(MSC) for all T-002 experiment activities. The transcripts should be made available
to S&E-ASTN-SDI as soon as possible after.the experiment startup.
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Mi*siosL_l /SL-2, Period of Interest
SL-3, SL-4 Flight /Experiment Man
Request Contact
Name E. Fleischman Nome




















Reference Document: ERD: T002, SE-010-037-2H, 8-9-71, RFP: MSC-03625, 9-27-71
MRD Content
Detailed Requirements:
The Payload Integration Section (S&E-ASTN-SDI) needs to assess the level of
housekeeping data for Experiment T-002, Navigation Sightings. The data are needed
10 min before the experiment, once during the midpoint of the performance, and at
the end of the experiment.
A hard copy of the data should be made available to the user.
Comments & Explanation:
These data will be used to measure and evaluate the experiment carrier interfaces
so that Skylab Mission evaluation reporting requirements can be fulfilled (See OMSF
Program Directive 55 M-D ML, 138, 5-71).
Originator
Name K. S. Purushotham
Orgonizotion Teledyne Brown Eng. ,ASD-SHI
Phono V 265-532-L&61 / .
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Vehicle Attitude (X, Y, Z Axes)
Attitude Rates (X, Y, Z Axes)
OWS Habitation Pressure
O2 Partial Pressure
VCS Wardroom Inlet Temperature
VCS Duct No. 1 Outlet Temperature
Wardroom Window Retainer Temperature
Wardroom Window Doubler Temperature
MSFC • Form 65-1 (October 1970)
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SECTION VIII.
EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS
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EXPERIMENT T-002, NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS
MALFUNCTION ANALYSES
The material contained in this section is an excerpt from Reference 7.
O-48
16. MANUAL NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS, T002
The primary T002 operational functions requiring malfunction
analysis are presented in Table 16.1. Figure 16.1 depicts the
relationships used to develop the table and presents those items
analyzed in this issue of the document.
Table 16.1 Operational Functions and Malfunction
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SECTION X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
o
An analysis of the experiment revealed that no high probability of
failure of the hardware components exists. If a failure should
occur, it would result in Category III failure. The probability of
success is improved by the fact that this experiment has been
successfully operated in Gemini spacecraft missions.
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